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Who am I?
●
●
●
●
●

I am a Senior Security Analyst at a large Canadian company
Actively involved in the security community through various projects and past
involvement in events.
Founder and creator of Canary (soon to be renamed), a search engine for
interesting data posted on the Internet
I really, really love learning about data breaches and will try and use examples
from past breaches in this presentation
I am however not a cryptographer!
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How to do it completely wrong

●

The following SQL command may demonstrate an improper way to store a
password:
INSERT INTO accounts (Username, Password, Email) VALUES
(“johnsmith”, “password”, “johnsmith@gmail.com”);

Why is this completely wrong?
●

So you might be thinking:
“I don’t need to do anything with the password because I’ve written my
application to be 100% secure against all attacks. Nobody will ever get their hands
on the database and it’ll make it easier for me when I have support requests.”

Let’s introduce ourselves to rockyou.txt
●
●

●
●
●

14,344,391 unique passwords sourced from
approximately 35 million user accounts
All of this sourced from a website called
“RockYou”, which experienced a data breach
in December of 2009 due to a 10-year old
unpatched SQL server vulnerability
RockYou made no effort to store their users’
passwords using a hashing algorithm
The password file is very useful in dictionary
attacks due to the variety of passwords used
They were fined $250,000 USD by the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for not
securing customer data appropriately

How to do it wrong

●

Consider the following (still incorrect) SQL statement:
INSERT INTO accounts (Username, Password, Email) VALUES
(“johnsmith”, md5(“password”), “johnsmith@gmail.com”);

Why is this wrong?
●
●
●
●

●

MD5 is called a “one-way function”, meaning
that you cannot reverse the output.
“One-way functions” also include MD4,
SHA, LM, et cetera.
Even though it is “one-way”, you can still
create a table to look up the hash.
It’s relatively easy to look up the table and it
is very easy to compute a bunch of hashes
locally.
These functions tend to be rather fast--MD5
can be up to 400 MB/s, SHA-256 at 150
MB/s--this too fast for password hashing!

Hashes are very fast (we also don’t want that)
●

●

14,344,391 random passwords
were generated at a length of
anywhere between 4 and 16
characters
As you can see, it doesn’t take
long to generate results--in fact, it
takes more time to generate the
random passwords than the
hashes themselves!

Intel Xeon E5-1620 3.6 GHz
SHA: 8.16 seconds
SHA256: 11.01 seconds
MD5: 8.7 seconds
AMD FX-8320 3.5 GHz
SHA: 10.63 seconds
SHA256: 13.49 seconds
MD5: 10.06 seconds

Intel Celeron N2840 2.2 GHz
SHA: 32.4 seconds
SHA256: 39.75 seconds
MD5: 28.95 seconds
Intel Pentium M 1.7 GHz
SHA: 37.98 seconds
SHA256: 48.12 seconds
MD5: 34.49 seconds
ARMv6 700 MHz (RaspPi) *
SHA: 11 minutes 10 seconds
SHA256: 12 minutes 57 seconds
MD5: 11 minutes 34 seconds

* Denotes estimate

Hashes can be downloaded too

How to do it wrong even though you think it is right
email = ‘johnsmith@gmail.com’
password = md5(‘password’).hexdigest()
password = md5(‘{}.{}’.format(password, email)).hexdigest()
query = ‘INSERT INTO accounts (Username, Password, Email) VALUES
(%s, %s, %s)’
(Assuming you did the query to protect against SQLi too!)

Why do people think it’s right to begin with?
●

●

●

A lot of code examples for PHP and
other languages tend to suggest
hashing passwords and adding a “salt”
is secure--people are getting better at
not suggesting this however!
These hash functions are not intended
for passwords but instead for fast data
verification. As seen earlier, past
password hashing is not something we
want!
“It can’t be easily defeated with a
Rainbow Table” is something that
people may begin to think.

Let’s go back to rockyou.txt except with more “oomph”
●
●

●
●

●

Instead of relying on the CPU to crack passwords,
let’s use GPUs!
GPUs in a cluster (like the right) can crack through
the entire potential keyspace of an 8-character
password containing letters of both cases, numbers,
and special characters in a period of days if not
hours.
This gets around the problem with Rainbow Tables,
which rely on minimal or no salting.
When combined with rockyou.txt, you can blaze
through possibilities in the realm of billions per
second.
Software (such as oclHashcat) to perform such tasks
are readily available and work on most currentgeneration AMD and Nvidia cards.

It’s very effective
●
●
●
●
●

As mentioned earlier, combining GPUs with rockyou.txt allows one to quickly go
through a number of common possibilities.
Anecdotally, I’ve tested it against a site that I used to run but is now defunct.
With ~4,500 users, a Geforce m5xx-series GPU, and rockyou.txt, I was able to
recover 40% or ~1,800 accounts within 4 hours.
The hashes were stored using SHA1 with the e-mail address as the salt.
The PHP-based software powering this site is still available today using the exact
same password storage method.

Gawker Media learnt the hard way
●

●

●

1.3 million users who use and comment on
Gawker Media’s various sites had their
credentials leaked.
Passwords were stored using a weak
algorithm (DES) which were broken within
hours using off-the-shelf graphics cards
In addition to the passwords, all source code
and network details were revealed

No need to buy hardware either!

We need to slow down...
●
●

●
●

Hashes are designed to be very fast for a very good reason: they’re not intended
for storing information securely; they’re intended to verify information.
It is important to note that we want to store the information in a way where if we
suffer a compromise that we’re not responsible for creating further problems for
users. You have to accept the fact that passwords are unfortunately reused
elsewhere and that a breach may lead to further complications for your user-base.
We want to authenticate users in a way where we can reasonably verify their
credentials but in a way where there is a reasonable level of security.
As a result, we need to look at more secure, perhaps intentionally slower methods
of authentication.

One way to do it right

password = bcrypt.hashpw(‘password’, bcrypt.gensalt(12))
query = “INSERT INTO accounts (Username, Password, Email) VALUES
(%s, %s, %s)”

Bcrypt, Scrypt, PBKDF2...
●

●

These are algorithms designed specifically for
storage of passwords through the use of “key
stretching”
Bcrypt is derived from Blowfish
An advantage of Bcrypt is that the salt is
integrated into the hash output
Scrypt is similar in concept from Bcrypt but requires
more resources
○

●

○

●
●

It was also developed by Tarsnap developer,

Colin Percival, who happens to live in
Burnaby
PBKDF2 is a NIST-approved algorithm intended for
making encryption keys, not necessarily passwords
There are other algorithms emerging as well
○

“Argon2” was released late last month as a
GPU-resistant password hashing algorithm

Bcrypt:
$2a$12$UHLFs52u1TFua/LCC6BAduZIN.
rxUhROCLNnKd8imSgzbFYSbYazu

Why Bcrypt and Scrypt work...

They work* because they’re designed to require resources
●
●
●
●

●

SHA and MD5 for example can be completely done within the CPU’s registers and don’t require access to
memory to fulfill calculations.
Because of this and the type of math required to calculate a hash, it can be done very quickly on a
graphics card due to its massive parallel processing capabilities.
Bcrypt and Scrypt both require access to memory, leading to slowdowns during the calculation process.
Calculating a Bcrypt hash on a graphics card is difficult (but not impossible) due to the mathematics
required and due to limited memory access on the GPU. The photo in the previous slide demonstrates the
problem.
Even with faster and more capable graphics cards or specialised chipsets, Bcrypt can be adjusted (work
value) easily to thwart advancements in speed. The work value dictates the number of times (2^n) the
algorithm will be run through.

* for now

How fast (or slow) are these algorithms?
●

●

●
●

Similar test like earlier, generate a number of
passwords to hash at random (same rules, so
4-16 characters), except run them on Bcrypt
and Scrypt
2^12 (4096) rounds for Bcrypt with its builtin salt generation, Scrypt using a salt derived
from os.urandom(randint(4,32))
However, we did not generate 14 million
passwords like before, we just generated 10
Like before, this is done single-threaded. We’
re looking on average across the topperforming machines about ~250 ms for
each Bcrypt hash and ~90 ms for Scrypt

Intel Xeon E5-1620 3.6 GHz
Bcrypt: 2.53 seconds
Scrypt: 1.1 seconds
AMD FX-8320 3.5 GHz
Bcrypt: 2.79 seconds
Scrypt: 0.82 seconds
Intel Xeon E3-1200 3.7 GHz
Bcrypt: 2.4 seconds
Scrypt: 0.69 seconds
ARMv6 700 MHz (RaspPi)
Bcrypt: 24.03 seconds
Scrypt: N/A

Is it really effective?
●
●

●

●

●
●

Ashley Madison suffered a breach earlier this past
summer
However, it was revealed that they smartly used a
proper cryptographic hash function to store their
passwords--Bcrypt!
Someone for whatever reason attempted to crack
the passwords on their GPUs (4x AMD R9 290)
using oclHashcat… at a rate of 156 hashes/second
They recovered just over 4,000 hashes, but all of the
passwords were low-hanging fruit (think “password”
or “123456”)
We’d be waiting a long, long time to get these
passwords using this method!
Except that A.M. made a very bad mistake-we’ll
cover this in a few slides!

Patreon is a good example
●

●

●

Patreon, a crowdfunding website suffered a
breach in September of this year, where the
attacker dumped database information and
the company’s source code
The breach occurred due to a developer
launching the website’s code in debug mode
on an Internet-facing server. Said debug
mode enabled a Python shell that had no
access control
Users’ passwords were stored in Bcrypt and
the key used to encrypt financial data for
each user was not available in the dump

How did Ashley Madison screw up then?
●

●

●

●

While on the surface of the breach, Ashley
Madison was faithful to their use of Bcrypt,
but the temptation to use non-secure
hashing algorithms was too much to bear
Example 1 - accounts created prior to mid2012 would have had passwords hashed
using MD5, instead of Bcrypt. They had left
these hashes in the DB even after conversion.
Example 2 - this ‘userkey’ would be invoked
whenever a user would change their account
details--such as their username, password, or
e-mail.
Bad!

Example 1:
md5(lc($username).”::”.lc($pass))

Example 2:
md5(lc($username).”::”.lc($pass).”:”.lc
($email).”:73@^bhhs&#@&^@8@*$”)

What else?

Do you really need to run authentication yourself?
-or-

Do you really need to build authentication yourself?

Why do you need to deal with authentication yourself?
●

●

●

If you’re offering a service to the public, do
you really want to manage authentication on
your own?
Will your users accept the option to log in
using a third-party such as Google, Twitter,
or Facebook?
Huge benefit of this is that you can have
features like two-factor authentication
through these third-parties without having
to write it yourself!

Or why not maybe consider an alternative?
●

●

Instead of writing authentication on your
own, why not consider using something like
LDAP offered via Active Directory?
Using this instead gives you a whole bunch
of features you don’t have to reinvent the
wheel to have. These include:
○
○
○
○

●

Password requirements
Lockouts
Groups
and much more!

Keep in mind that there are inherent risks
such as LDAP injection and keeping your
environments segregated to name a few
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